Abstract-Since the seminal paper by Knopp and Humblet that showed that the system throughput of a singlecell system is maximized if only one terminal transmits at a time, there has been a large interest in opportunistic communications and its relation to various fairness measures. On the other hand, in multicell systems there is a need to allocate transmission power such that some overall utility function is maximized typically under fairness constraints. Furthermore, in multicell systems the degree of resource allocation freedom includes the serving cell selection that allows for load balancing and thereby the efficient use of radio resources. In this paper we formulate the joint serving cell selection (link selection) and power allocation problem as an optimization task whose purpose is to maximize either the minimum user throughput or the multicell sum throughput. The max-min problem and a simplified max throughput problem are both NP-hard and we therefore propose heuristic solution approaches. We present numerical results that give new and valuable insights into the trade off between fair and sum throughput optimal joint resource allocation strategies.
I. Introduction
The seminal paper by Knopp and Humblet showed that the system throughput of a singlecell (code division multiple access) system is maximized if only one terminal transmits at a time [1] . This result did not only trigger further research on opportunistic communications, but also found applications in practical systems such as those using the high speed packet access (HSPA) technology [2] . More recently, opportunistic power control (OPC) for multicell systems has been shown to be throughput optimal for data traffic [3] . OPC exploits channel fluctuations such that it increases the transmission power when the channel is good and the transmission rate is adjusted according to the received signal-to-interference-and-noise (SINR) ratio.
Although the OPC concept is attractive because it maximizes the multicell throughput and lends itself for distributed implementations, it can become extremely unfair. Indeed, previous works proposed computationally efficient algorithms that deal with the fairness issue of OPC [3] , [4] , typically at the expense of some loss in the overall throughput. Along another line, several papers suggested that carefully selecting the serving cell (sometimes referred to as link selection) can optimize different objective functions, such as overall system throughput [5] , individual quality of service (QoS) targets [6] or other suitable utility functions [7] . Link selection typically operates on a slower time scale (using path loss) than OPC to avoid too frequent handovers and ping-pong effects.
Previous results clearly indicate that joint resource allocation techniques are advantageous, but to the best of our knowledge the throughput-fairness trade-off of the joint link selection and power allocation task has not been addressed previously. For example, a hybrid of centralized and distributed algorithms for subcarrier (i.e., channel) assignment to maximize the overall throughput is proposed in [8] . Recently, it has been widely recognized that joint allocation of various radio resources has a clear potential over techniques that deal with a single resource, see for example [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] . However, cell selection is out of the scope of these papers.
Our key observation is that link selection and OPC are both multicell schemes and should complement each others task when exercised appropriately. Therefore, in this paper we examine joint cell (link) and power assignment for the purpose of gaining insight into the gains when these tasks are dealt with jointly.
To this end, we consider two extreme schemes in terms of throughput optimization and fairness. The max-min scheme has the objective of maximizing the minimumthroughput (the least happy) user. In contrast, the maximum throughput scheme neglects fairness. As we shall see, it is possible to define an objective function that balances between these extreme cases. Since the joint task turns out to be NP-hard, we use heuristic algorithms to obtain numerical results.
We study these algorithms in orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) context by means of a dynamic system level simulator called Rudimentary Network Simulator (RUNE) [13] . RUNE is a suitable tool, since it supports resource allocation algorithms both at the slow and fast time scales and therefore it lends itself to study the gains of joint algorithms [14] .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section describes our multicell model, while Section III formulates both the max-min and maximum throughput problems. Section IV proposes the solution approaches, including a simple reference algorithm and heuristic algorithms for link assignment as well as for power allocation. Section V presents numerical results and Section VI highlights our conclusions.
II. System Model
We consider a multicell wireless network consisting of a set B of base stations (BS), such that each BS maintains the coverage area of its associated cell. In the coverage area of the multicell network, there is the set of mobile stations (MS), denoted by M. To allow for a convenient handling of both the downlink and uplink, we denote the set of information sources by S and the set of destinations by D. We say that there is a communication link between a MS and its serving BS. Furthermore, we assume that the radio resources that are used in each cell (for example subcarriers, time slots or codes) are orthogonal channels such that there is no intracell interference. In general, a link may comprise multiple channels. The assumption on negligible intracell interference is valid for virtually all major modern telecommunication standards, including orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) or orthogonal code division multiple access (OCDMA) schemes and is often used in the literature of multicell models, see for example [15] . Finally, we allow for a complete reuse of all channels in each cell, that is we consider a Reuse-1 system. The sets used in the mathematical formulation are summarized in Table I . For ease of presentation, in this paper we assume that the basic radio resource is the transmission bandwidth W that is a known given constant. This bandwidth is allocated (and reused) in terms of frequency channels for the communication links. The most important variables and constants of this (rather general) system are summarized in Table II . The signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) on channel k between source i and destination j is given by
(1) while the throughput on channel k between i and j is given
III. Problem Formulation

A. The Max-Min Problem
We first focus on the max-min problem for the downlink and later discuss how this problem can be generalized to uplink and to include the maximum throughput problem (in both directions). The max-min problem for downlink is stated as follows:
In this formulation, η is an auxiliary variable that is defined by constraint (2b). Constraint (2b) ensures that for all active links η is less than or equal to the sum of the throughput on the active channels on that link. Maximizing η in the objective function (2a) ensures that η is equal to the minimum sum throughput on the active links, and that this minimum is maximized. Constraint (2c) ensures that each MS is connected to exactly one BS, while constraint (2d) enforces that each BS at most has one MS per channel. Constraint (2e) is the maximum transmit power constraint. Finally constraints (2f) to (2i) define the variables, previously given in Table II . The corresponding uplink problem is given by interchanging i and j in constraints (2c) and (2d).
In [16] , the complexity of the joint cell, channel and power allocation problem (2) has been studied and shown to be NP-hard and not approximable unless P is equal to NP. Therefore, we will consider heuristic methods in the following section. (2) Here we introduce a generalization of the problem given in (2) . To study the price of fairness, we introduce a parameter α ∈ [0, 1] that will serve as a weight in the objective function between maximizing the minimum throughput among all users and maximizing the total user throughput.
B. A Generalization of Problem
subject to constraints (2b) to (2i).
By setting α = 0 the objective becomes to maximizing the minimum user throughput, which gives the same model as (2) . While the objective becomes to maximize the total system throughput, when α = 1.
IV. Solution Approach
A. Separated Link, Channel and Power Allocation
Because of the complexity of problems (2) and (3), we resort to heuristic algorithms that are based on the decomposition of the problems to the separate tasks of link, channel and power allocation. Furthermore, to avoid modeling the details of scheduling algorithms, we assume that the overall number of MSs does not exceed the (number of BSs) × (number of channels per BS).
B. Link Assignment
We focus on a link assignment algorithm that gives a feasible cell allocation, i.e., the number of MS at any BS must not exceed the number of channels.
1) Reference Algorithm: For link assignment, we first define a reference algorithm that assigns links according to the largest available path gain. We refer to this algorithm as the Direct Greedy Link Assignment (DGA).
Algorithm 1 Direct Greedy Link Assignment
Setg ← g and y ij ← 0, i ∈ B, j ∈ M for ∆ = 1 to |M| do Let b j ← arg max i∈Bgij , j ∈ M, {breaking ties arbitrarily} Consider mobile m ← arg max j∈Mgbj j Update y bmm ← 1 and letg im ← −1, i ∈ B, {removes mobile m}
In DGA, the desired BS for MS j is denoted b j . Eventually, the MS with the highest path gain gets assigned to its desired base station. Finally, the variables are updated in order to remove that MS and if the BS has no more channels available the BS is removed from the set of available BSs.
2) Maximize the Total Path Gain Link Assignment (MTGA):
In the MTGA approach, the sum of g ij over the transmission links is maximized, which leads to minimizing the path gain over unused links.
By relaxing constraint (4d) to y ij ∈ [0, 1], the optimization problem becomes a transportation problem, which is a linear programming problem known to give integer solutions, see, e.g., [17] .
3) Maximize the Minimum Path Gain Link Assignment (MMG): Next, we consider maximizing the minimum path gain (MMG) link assignment that maximizes the smallest g ij over the transmission links.
(5c)
Maximizing η ensures that η is equal to the minimum path gain on the assigned links, and that this minimum is maximized.
C. Power Allocation 1) Notation:
In line with recent advances in power control [3] , [4] , we consider a power control scheme that allocates transmission power taking into account small scale fading. We first focus on a max-min formulation and then discuss the max-throughput power control problem. To this end, we introduce some additional notation in Table III.   Table III : Sets and variables used for power control
Set of active links
Set of active channels by each sender
2) The Max-min Power Allocation Problem: The maxmin power allocation problem is formulated as follows
This problem is in general neither convex nor approximable unless P is equal to NP [18] . This means that we may not be able to find a global optimum. (6) Let us simplify optimization problem (6) by only letting each transmitter use one channel k ∈ C. We also generalize the objective function to (3a). To simplify notation we denote p ik as p i , i ∈ S and η ijk as η ij , i ∈ S, j ∈ D.
D. A Simplified Generalization of Problem
(7c)
With α = 0, this optimization problem can be treated as convex and is solvable in polynomial time, while with α = 1, the problem is NP-hard [19] . So, in general one can not expect to solve (7) to global optimality.
V. Numerical Results
A. Simulation Environment
To simulate realistic cellular systems we used the MAT-LAB based Rudimentary Network Emulator (RUNE). RUNE is available in [13] that also includes a detailed description of the simulator. It can set up a system of base stations, with both omni and directional antennas and distribute users according to some predefined distribution over the coverage area of the system. RUNE can set up realistic path gain matrices including distance dependent path gain, shadow and fast fading. A typical RUNE simulation session consists of an outer and an inner loop. The outer loop is concerned with generating and terminating users. The inner loop is responsible for mobility and calculating channel coefficients.
We consider a system consisting of 7 BSs and 7 MSs distributed uniformly (unless otherwise stated) in the coverage area. Each base station has a single channel (i.e., assuming that at most one user is scheduled at a time). The main parameters of this system are described in Table  IV while Table V details some further parameters relevant for generating the path gain matrix. We solve the power allocation problem using the MATLAB optimization solver fmincon.
Our results are mainly based on two different simulations. In the first simulation the system is initialized and run for one outer loop and four inner loops. The users are then given entirely new positions. The procedure is repeated 15 times. We refer to this simulations as the 15 system run (Figures 1 to 4) . The second simulation has 30 outer loops and four inner loops. Contrary to the 15 system run, the users only move slightly from their previous positions. We refer to this simulations as the 30 second run (Figures 5 and 6 ). Within the 30 second run three different initial user distributions are presented; uniform, close and far (relative to the BSs). The worst off user is actually a collection of users, that in terms of least throughput contains the worst off user within each individual time instance. Maximizing the minimum path gain enforces a closely equal throughput distribution, while maximizing the total path gain performs quite similarly to the reference assignment, DGA. Figure 2 shows that the fairness of maximizing the minimum path gain by MMG comes at a severe loss in the total system throughput. For example the 50th percentile of the total user throughput is more than twice when using DGA or MTGA. It is interesting to note that DGA and MTGA perform quite similarly, which indicates that DGA is a viable candidate when trying to maximize the total throughput. Figure 3 compares the uplink SINR for the max-min and the maximum throughput power allocation schemes (using MTGA link assignment), i.e., solving (6) with α = 0 and α = 1 respectively. As expected, the max-min power allocation enforces similar achieved SINR values at the price of keeping all users in a low SINR region (below zero dB). This is in sharp contrast to the maximum throughput power allocation that results in a large SINR spread over users providing very high SINR to some users. Figure 4 shows that the fairness of the max-min power allocation also comes at a high cost in terms of loss in the total system throughput. The max-min allocation (α = 0) can hardly ever achieve 50% of the throughput of the maximum throughput allocation (α = 1). The total throughput drops at least with 50% and typically with more than 80% when allocating power with the max-min power allocation. The total system throughput for the max-min allocation in the three user distribution cases "Uniform", "Close", "Far". Figure 5 shows the impact of the user distributions (close, uniform and far) on the achieved uplink total throughput when employing the max-min power allocation (and MTGA link assignment). Here we note that even with the max-min power allocation, there is a significant spread of the achieved throughput in all three user distribution cases. This result suggests that (even if most users are relatively close to their respective serving base stations), max-min power allocation has only a limited impact on the user throughput fairness. Figure 6 : Comparing the total system throughput when employing the maximum throughput power allocation for the three user distribution cases. Figure 6 compares the total system throughput between the three different distributions, using max-throughput power allocation. Compared with Figure 5 , we note a much larger system throughput than with the max-min power allocation (e.g., the 50th percentile of the uniform distribution increasing from 0.75 Mbps to 4.5 Mbps), without increasing the relative spread of the throughput distributions over the users.
In Figure 7 a fixed setup is considered for the uplink, where only the objective function varies by the parameter α. In this figure we show how the total system throughput The total system throughput (left axis) for α along with the ratio of the minimum user throughput divided by the maximum user throughput (right axis), in uplink.
and how the ratio between the minimum user and the maximum user varies as α goes from zero to one (the figure shows the interesting area, α ∈ [0, 0.4]). The throughput is equal to that of the optimal solution of the maxthroughput (i.e., α = 1) for a large range of α values. A combination of fairness and maximizing total throughput only takes place on a smaller part of the interval. VI. Conclusions In this paper we considered the problem of joint serving cell selection (link selection) and power allocation with and without fairness constraints. We formulated this problem as an optimization task, whose complexity motivated to seek heuristic algorithms. We examined the performance of max-min fair and throughput optimizing link and power allocation algorithms by means of system simulations.
We found that a simple link allocation algorithm (termed direct greedy, DGA) that simply relies on the largest available path gain performs very close to a link allocation (maximize total path gain, MTGA) that maximizes the sum path gain. We also compared the impact of power allocation on the total throughput and fairness and found that a max-min power allocation renders virtually all users to the poor SINR domain. Over time we still observed a large spread in the throughput distribution, even when users are close to their respective serving base stations. All users had equal throughput for each fix time instance, but as their location varies so does the throughput of the system. In contrast, a throughput maximizing power allocation dramatically increases the throughput to most users while allocating no power to a few users.
Finally we examined link and power allocations that are "in between" these extreme approaches and found that in a narrow region of a control parameter (α) it is indeed possible to tune the trade off between throughput and fairness.
